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 User Reviews Reviewing this product is my personal hobby, and not the primary intent of this product. The quality of this product is very apparent. I didn't really need a 5200$ editing suite to do a simple regen of this pack. The layout is very customizable. I've just managed to install various categories, colors, colors (variables, complex, etc.) with this preset. What's unique about this preset: - The GUI
is very clean and does not require you to be used to ZENtools' interfaces, so you can use it from day to day. (Same interface as "Zen Deck", but not as heavy) - There are many alternatives for gabs and the faces, so this is a very customizable preset - Little snippets are included for decoration, like a map to go to "The White House", a place holder for a test, a meme of the month, etc. So, with this preset
you can create your own sets, and you'll be able to apply those easily to any project you want, very customizable! What's not unique about this preset: - There are some minor bugs that I haven't even managed to solve yet - A lot of the colors are default. There's a lot of room for improvements on the default colors. - The readme files are for the user that knows how to use ZenTool to edit faces, but not
for the average user, so they can't use it without reading the readme files first. - It has some troubles in a dual monitor setup, so you have to find solutions for that. (Fixes the mouse pointer to always be at the center of the workspace when you drag it, even when working with dual monitors) My questions for the makers: - Can I include a small preview of the image before downloading it? I don't want

to download one thing when I know I won't use it. - There are some tutorials, but they're in French and some of them are too specific to this project and not usable. It would be a good idea to create a tutorial in English. - Please fix the colors. If there are any images or tutorials with the colors you choose, it would be good to share them with the community. Fixes to help with this preset: - The gabs
aren't changing when I select other 82157476af
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